Digital Tools
for Tomorrow’s
Fleet

FLYING INTO
THE FUTURE

DIGITAL
SUCCESS
ADVISORY
(DSA)
Gain unparalleled access
to our team of Product and
Subject Matter Experts who
will ensure that your digital
initiatives and goals meet their
successful outcomes.

“

A full team at the click
of a mouse

DSA: THE
BENEFITS TO
YOU
LEADING EXPERTS
Acumen’s digital team consists
of experienced experts in development,
data science and IT engineering.
These three key areas allow us to
blend AI and machine learning with
service led integrations and data
based decision making .
TECHNOLOGY | DATA | DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERING CHANGE
Acumen’s experience in
developing nimble, process driven solutions
is vital at a time of unprecedented shifts
in the Aviation industry.
LEADERSHIP | CREDIBILITY | RESPONSIVE

DESIGN & AUTOMATION

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Years of experience at the forefront of
development allows us to offer solutions
based on real-world learnings.

You benefit from over a decade’s worth of
standalone project management to
the widest breadth of clients in aviation..

You gain rapid processing of the challenges
you face, married with our commitment
to ground-breaking problem solving skills.

We take even the very complex and make
it simple,

We can manage efficiencies, data and
processes with a human/technology blend
unrivalled in the industry elsewhere. .
SOLUTIONS | EFFICIENCY | AUTOMATION

Our own operational
success stands as testamant to the
possibilities available to you as a service.

EXPERIENCE | PROVEN | RESULTS DRIVEN

Our Digital Team is on hand to help you optimise performance,
drive up profitability and future proof your business

SPARTA is a one-stop
Makes fleet-management
solution to all your asset
faster, more intuitive, and
and fleet management
less resource intensive
requirements powered
by custom-made AI and
Machine Learning functionality
as well as full form Robotic
Process Automation.

“

your digital asset
manager

Why Choose
SPARTA

1

Easier management of contracts, including:
Lease set up and management
Asset utilisation
Invoice management

Intuitive Forecasting:
Maintenance related cashflow analysis
Fleet-wide cashflow analysis with scenario modelling
Maintenance events tracking and claims
management

3

2

Record Keeping and Technical Maintenance
Intuitive interface, secure and centralised records platform
Schedule, Plan and Manage fleet wide inspection - all-in-one
online platform

Why is now the right time to engage us?
MASSIVE GLOBAL CHANGE
With the overall political, social and economical factors driving companies to rethink
business strategies, the common denominator is the need for digitalization and
automation of company core processes.

NO TIME TO WASTE
We can assist by providing the necessary skill, knowledge and know-how to
build the solution you need, affording you precious time to remain focused on
your company’s core objectives without distraction.

NEED FOR RESULTS, PROVEN
Technology and digital product development are our core Digital Business
competencies. Outsourcing to a specialist, whose unique combination of deep
Aviation sector knowledge coupled with expertise on new technology
architecture and deployment, will avoid high costs attributed to poor
design and execution decisions.

STRIKING A BALANCE BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY AND
PROCESS AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
We enable you to stay focused on the core business model
while benefitting from improved processes, technology and
automation.

Start your
digital journey
TODAY

contact us: connect@acumen.aero

